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Abstract
In this paper, we study Federated Bandit, a decentralized Multi-Armed Bandit
problem with a set of N agents, who can only communicate their local data with
neighbors described by a connected graph G. Each agent makes a sequence of
decisions on selecting an arm from M candidates, yet they only have access to
local and potentially biased feedback/evaluation of the true reward for each action taken. Learning only locally will lead agents to sub-optimal actions while
converging to a no-regret strategy requires a collection of distributed data. Motivated by the proposal of federated learning, we aim for a solution with which
agents will never share their local observations with a central entity, and will be
allowed to only share a private copy of his/her own information with their neighbors. We first propose a decentralized bandit algorithm Gossip_UCB, which is a
coupling of variants of both the classical gossiping algorithm and the celebrated
Upper Confidence Bound (UCB) bandit algorithm. We show that Gossip_UCB
successfully adapts local bandit learning into a global gossiping process for sharing
information among connected agents, and achieves guaranteed regret at the order
of O(max{poly(N, M ) log T, poly(N, M ) logλ−1 N }) for all N agents, where
2
λ2 ∈ (0, 1) is the second largest eigenvalue of the expected gossip matrix, which
is a function of G. We then propose Fed_UCB, a differentially private version of
Gossip_UCB, where agents preserve -differential privacy of their local data while
)
log2.5 T, poly(N, M )(logλ−1 N + log T )}) regret.
achieving O(max{ poly(N,M

2
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Introduction

When data resides at distributed ends, soliciting them to a single server to perform centralized learning
might compromise users’ privacy. Among all solutions, federated learning (FL) [1, 2] arises as a
promising paradigm, where massive users are allowed to collaboratively train a model while keeping
the training data decentralized at local. In this paper, we introduce federated bandit with fully
decentralized users/decision-makers and heterogeneous rewards. Our aim is to provide a solution
to enable collaborative learning among decentralized sequential decision-makers in the classical
multi-armed bandit (MAB) setting, but with strong (i) regret guarantee even with heterogeneous
reward observations, and (ii) privacy guarantees of each user’s local data.
Specifically, consider the following running example. Suppose that multiple hospitals decide to test
the effectiveness of different treatment plans (arms). Due to the limitations such as data size, health
condition and demographics of the patient population, and the details of how a treatment is used [3],
each individual hospital may not be able to fully and truthfully observe the effect of treatments. In
other words, individual hospitals will only observe locally biased feedback on the deployed treatment
(heterogeneous rewards). Sharing observations across institutes is necessary for the decision-making
process. However, due to privacy regulation, it is hard and expensive to call for centralized efforts
to coordinate a transportation of data among hospitals. On the other hand, it is relatively easier for
individual hospitals to reach agreements to share their observed treatment plan and effects with several
others in an ad hoc way. The hospital treatment selection problem mentioned above is effectively
∗
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a sequential decision-making problem which can be abstracted as a MAB one. Formally, there is
a group of N decision-makers facing a common set of arms. At each step t = 1, 2, . . . , T , each
decision-maker selects one arm in parallel. Decision-makers only have access to local biased rewards.
Therefore, the agents’ individually observed rewards do not fully reflect the true quality of each arm.
Instead, the arms’ true rewards are collectively decided by all decision-makers’ local observations. In
our heterogeneous setting, we consider a tractable scenario where the true quality of each treatment
(arm) is the average of all hospitals’ (agents’) locally observed quality (in expectation). Each user
aim to select the best arm via exchanging information only with their neighbors privately.
The key technical challenge of the above learning problem lies in the fully-decentralized information
sharing and privacy protection with sequential observations. First, to reduce the communication
overhead and privacy leakage during decentralized information sharing, we aim for a solution with
only sharing the information over the adjacency matrix (graph) of agents in a gossiping way. However,
classical gossiping methods [4] do not incorporate individual decision-maker’s newly observed reward
information. Thus, the resulting information at all other agents may not converge and reflect the true
statistics of each arm adaptively, which is especially true in the fully-decentralized and heterogeneous
settings. Secondly, even though the gossiping update is better than directly sharing data in terms of
privacy, we still need a mechanism to ensure a specific privacy level in the worst case. We adopt
the solution concept differential privacy (DP) [5–8] and extend our gossiping bandit results to a
differentially private one.
In this paper, we attempt to solve the above federated bandit learning problem: (1) We introduce
a novel extension of the classical MAB problem to a fully-decentralized federated learning setting
with gossiping, where an individual decision-maker only has access to biased rewards, and agents
have limited communication capacity and can only exchange their beliefs of rewards with neighbors;
(2) We propose Gossip_UCB to solve the challenges for combining gossiping with bandit learning
processes and develop novel proof techniques to guarantee its regret. (3) To ensure the differential
privacy for each observation during the federated bandit learning process, we extend the proposed
gossiping bandit algorithm to Fed_UCB, and prove agents preserve -differential privacy of their local
)
data while achieving O(max{ poly(N,M
log2.5 T, poly(N, M ) logλ−1 N }) regret. Fed_UCB is also
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tested using real medical dataset [9]. (4) To the best of our knowledge, Fed_UCB is the first fully
decentralized bandit learning framework that handles heterogeneous data sources with a privacy
guarantee. The results lay the foundation to study more sophisticated and probably more practical
settings (e.g., contextual bandit setting to further handle population biases at each local agent).
Most relevant to us are three lines of works:
Distributed MAB MAB problems have been studied within a multi-agent setting [10–15]. But
these works mostly either do not consider a consensus reaching in cheap communication setting
(gossiping), or do not target on heterogeneous rewards where agents’ observations incorporate local
bias. For example, instead of reaching consensus among agents, [11–15] focused on avoiding the
collision in wireless communication or cognitive radio. The homogeneous rewards were assumed
in [16–19]. However, the rewards in federated learning setting should be heterogeneous due to various
limitations [3].
Information propagation and gossiping The idea of gossiping was originally proposed to solve
the consensus reaching problem in distributed computation [20–23], and questions about gossiping
convergence rate were studied in [4, 24, 25]. It has also been used to solve distributed problems, such
as convex optimization, ranking, and voting problems; and more recently to computing machine
learning related statistics. Notable examples include [26] for calculating PCA, [27, 28] for computing
U-Statistics, [29, 30] for computing gradients, [31] for federated learning, and [32] for reinforcement
learning.
Federated learning and privacy preserving bandit Due to the high demand for privacy protection
across different sectors such as financial, medical, and government systems, federated learning is
becoming a trending solution that has been widely discussed [1, 2, 9, 33, 34]. Recently, differential
privacy has also been adopted in solving MAB problems while ensuring privacy [35–37], but they
either consider a single agent problem or use a homogeneous reward setting. We will follow the idea of
DP in our work and offer a theoretically rigorous treatment for our federated bandit problem.

2

Problem Formulation

Consider a network consisting of N agents. For ease of presentation, we label the agents from 1
through N . The agents are not aware of such a global labeling, but can differentiate between their
2

neighbors. The set of agents is denoted by [N ] = {1, 2, . . . , N }. All agents face a common set of
M arms, denoted by [M ] = {1, 2, . . . , M }. At each discrete time t ∈ {1, 2, . . . , T }, each agent
i makes a decision on which arm to select from the M options; the selected arm is denoted by
ai (t) ∈ [M ]. When agent i selects an arm k ∈ [M ], the agent collects a reward which is generated
according to a random variable Xk (t).2 But the agent cannot observe its exact reward; instead, it
observes a locally biased “noisy” copy of the reward, which is generated according to another random
variable Xi,k (t). The unobservability of Xk (t) can be due to local observational bias. We assume
that {Xk (t)}Tt=1 and {Xi,k (t)}Tt=1 are i.i.d. random processes. For simplicity of analysis, we also
assume that all Xk ’s and Xi,k ’s have bounded support [0, 1]. The relationship between Xk (t) and
Xi,k (t) is as follows. Let µk and µi,k be the mean of Xk (t) and Xi,k (t), respectively. For each
k ∈ [M ], the mean of arm k’s reward equals the average3 of the means of all agents’ observed
PN
rewards, i.e., µk := N1 i=1 µi,k , which implies that the true reward can be obtained by averaging
and thus cancelling out local biases. Note the heterogeneous reward can model the systematic
observation bias or the bias of datasets, which is more general and meaningful than the homogeneous
reward, especially in FL settings [1] where each agent’s systematic observation bias makes the locally
optimal solution does not correspond to the real optimal action. Although the bias of datasets is
probably more suitable to be modeled as contextual bandits in practice, we currently focus on the
classical bandit setting for a theoretically sound solution, which is also an essential foundation for
future practically feasible extensions. Without loss of generality, suppose µ1 ≥ µ2 ≥ · · · ≥ µM ,
which implies that arm 1 is the best option. The difference of each arm’s mean reward is denoted
by ∆k = µ1 − µk . The federated bandit
 problem is for each agent i to minimize the following
PT
(weak) regret: Ri (T ) = T µ1 − t=1 E Xai (t) (t) with the goal of achieving Ri (T ) = o(T ) (i.e.,
Ri (T )/T → 0 as T → ∞) for all i ∈ [N ]. It is worth noting that each agent i only observes
Xi,k , k ∈ [M ], and µi,1 is not necessarily the largest among µi,1 , µi,2 , . . . , µi,M . A naive agent,
which uses a standard centralized bandit algorithm, may not solve the problem without exchanging
information with other agents.
2.1 Privacy Guarantee
The privacy of arms needs to be preserved in federated bandits. We aim to protect privacy from
the source of data, i.e. the sequential observations {Xi,k (t)}Tt=1 . Differential privacy (DP) is one
popular mechanism to ensure some privacy level of an algorithm B [5]. A DP mechanism can make
0
the adversary hard to distinguish two adjacent streams {Xi,k (t)}Tt=1 and {Xi,k
(t)}Tt=1 , which differ
at each time t. Let C be the space of all possible outputs by Algorithm B. DP is defined as:
Definition 1. (Differential privacy [5]) A (randomized) algorithm B is -differentially private if for
0
any adjacent streams {Xi,k (t)}Tt=1 and {Xi,k
(t)}Tt=1 , and for all sets O ∈ C,




0
P A({Xi,k (t)}Tt=1 ) ∈ O ≤ e · P A({Xi,k
(t)}Tt=1 ) ∈ O .
2.2 Communication Graph
The neighbor relationships among the agents is described by a simple, undirected, connected graph
G = (V, E), whose vertices correspond to agents and whose edges depict neighbor relationships.
Denote Ni as the set of nodes that are directly connected to agent i. Then, Ni is also the set of agent
i’s neighbors. We follow the setting in the classical gossiping [4] that at each time t, exactly one pair
of two neighboring agents on an edge in E are activated and exchange information.

3

Gossip UCB

Before we offer the privacy-preserving solution, we first introduce an extension of the classical Upper
Confidence Bound algorithm to a gossiping setting. As may be noticed, in the classical gossiping
setting [4], the consensus is defined over initial data only. While in our setting, not only is the
gossiping process required to incorporate with newly arrived data from each agent, but also the
gossiped information will affect the arm to be selected and thus the observed data of an agent in the
future. We present an algorithm, called Gossip_UCB, to solve the gossiping bandit problem. The
algorithm hinges on combining and extending the classical gossiping algorithm and the celebrated
2
Different agents may select the same arm k at same time t. If this is the case, their rewards can be different
as they may collect different realizations of Xk (t).
3
It can be generalized to the cases where the global reward is defined as any “convex combination” of all
local rewards following the “push sum” idea [38].
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UCB1 index policy [39]; yet our algorithm requires substantial changes for both the gossiping and
bandit learning steps. Several crucial steps are outlined as follows.
(1) Different from the classical gossiping algorithm, the gossiping procedure will incorporate new
information from each agent’s local sampling and observations at each step t. We adopt the classical
gossip algorithm by adding “gradient” information at each step.
(2) Compared to standard bandit learning with only one decision maker where the traditional sample
complexity bound can be employed, we need to cope with the uncertainties during gossiping.
(3) A fully-decentralized structure requires designing a local information sharing mechanism. Besides,
the delayed impact of local information sharing should be bounded analytically for computing the
confidence bound locally.
3.1 Preliminaries
We define several quantities that will help us present our algorithm and analysis smoothly.
Sample counts: Each agent i maintains two sets of counters:
• ni,k (t): the number of times agent i has sampled arm k by time t;
• ñi,k (t): agent i’s local estimate of global maximum of pulls on arm k and is defined as
ñi,k (t + 1) = max{ni,k (t), ñj,k (t), j ∈ Ni }.

(1)

We assume agent i can observe ñj,k (t), j ∈ Ni , thus is able to update ñi,k at each time.
Sample mean: Let 1(·) be an indicator function that returns 1 when the specific condition holds and
0 otherwise. Sample mean X̃i,k (t) is the average observation of agent i on arm k at time t:
t

X̃i,k (t) =

1 X
1(ai (τ ) = k) · Xi,ai (τ ) (τ ).
ni,k (t) τ =1

(2)

Estimate of rewards: Each agent i maintains an estimate of the reward of arm k at time t, which
is supposed to be unbiased and denoted by ϑi,k (t). The agents’ goal is to narrow the gap between
ϑi,k (t) and µk with sequential observations and gossiping.
Upper confidence bound: In the UCB algorithm, agent i’s belief on each arm k relies on two terms:
the estimate ϑi,k (t) and the upper confidence bound Ci,k (t). The latter term denotes the uncertainty
of belief. The arm to be pulled is selected as ai (t) = arg maxk ϑi,k (t − 1) + Ci,k (t).
>
1
1
Gossiping matrix: Denote by W := |E|
the gossiping matrix
(i,j)∈E IN − 2 (ei − ej )(ei − ej )
over G, which is a positive semi-definite matrix whose largest eigenvalue equals 1, and its second
largest eigenvalue is denoted by λ2 (W ) and short-handed as λ2 without ambiguity. Note λ2 < 1
whenever G is connected [4].
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3.2 Algorithm
Gossip_UCB is detailed in Algorithm 1. Each agent runs this algorithm in parallel. Note all the
information is shared in a fully distributed fashion and the bandit estimate is updated in a gossiping
way. There are two points worth noting.
Local information sharing Throughout the algorithm, agents need to share two local variables with
their neighbors: the number of observations ni,k (t) and the estimate ϑi,k (t). The sample count
ni,k (t) is shared to keep all the agents “in the same page”. Note the bottleneck of a bandit problem is
insufficient observations of a particular arm k, and the essential of UCB algorithms is encouraging
the exploration of these “undersampled” arms. In the multi-agent scenario, we can take the advantage
of neighboring agents and require some local consistency in sample counts. Particularly, we want
to keep all agents’ knowledge of arm k “at the same page” by encouraging ni,k (t) ≥ ñi,k (t) − N
in line 6. Recall that ñi,k (t) is agent i’s local estimate of global maximum number of pulls, and is
updated by local observations only as is defined in the previous section. Moreover, we will prove
that, this requirement helps us get rid of relying on any global sample count so that Ci,k (t) can be
computed by each agent locally. The estimate ϑi,k (t) is updated in a gossiping way.
Gossip bandit update The gossip updates are defined in line 20 and line 22. In traditional bandit
problems, it is enough for each agent to maintain X̃i,k (t). However, in our concerned gossiping setting,
solely relying on X̃i,k (t) may induce a biased estimate. The gossiping mechanism follows [30], where
the difference X̃i,k (t) − X̃i,k (t − 1) can be seen as a gradient. Later we will show the effectiveness
of the proposed gossip bandit update.
4

Algorithm 1: Gossip_UCB
Input: G, T, Ci,k (t)
1

Initialization: Each agent pulls each arm once, and receives a reward Xi,k (0), i ∈ [N ], k ∈ [M ]. Set
ni,k (0) = 1, ϑi,k (0) = X̃i,k (0) = Xi,k (0).

2

for t = 1, . . . , T do
Ai = ∅
ni,k (t) = ni,k (t − 1), ∀k ∈ [M ]
ñi,k (t + 1) = max{ni,k (t), ñj,k (t), j ∈ Ni }, ∀k ∈ [M ]
Put k into set Ai if ni,k (t) < ñi,k (t) − N, ∀k ∈ [M ]
// local consistency requirements
if Ai is empty then
for k = 1, . . . , M do
Qi,k (t) := ϑi,k (t − 1) + Ci,k (t)
// update the belief on each arm
ai (t) = arg maxk Qi,k (t)
// select the best arm to pull
end
else
ai (t) is randomly selected from Ai
end
Observe arm ai (t), get Xi,ai (t) (t), and update X̃i,k (t), ∀k, following (2)
ni,ai (t) := ni,ai (t) + 1
if agent i is selected to gossip with agent j then
agent i sends ϑi,k (t − 1) to agent j
agent i receives ϑj,k (t − 1) from agent j

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

ϑi,k (t) :=

20

+ X̃i,k (t) − X̃i,k (t − 1)

// gossiping update

else

21

ϑi,k (t) := ϑi,k (t − 1) + X̃i,k (t) − X̃i,k (t − 1)

22

// normal update

end

23
24

ϑi,k (t−1)+ϑj,k (t−1)
2

end

3.3

Theoretical Analysis

Note the arm selection in Algorithm 1 relies on the upper confidence bound Ci,k (t). In this section,
we would like to find an appropriate choice of Ci,k (t) and derive the corresponding upper bound of
each agent’s regret by implementing Gossip_UCB.
Technical challenges The main technical challenge is tackling the coupling effects of gossiping and
bandit learning. On a high level, classical technical results in gossiping assumed a static piece of
information that would not change much during the entire gossiping phase. The literature [40] often
adopted a phased-based learning strategy (by caching the gossiped information) to avoid changes,
which effectively delays the update of learned policy (the learning needs to wait for the gossiping
to converge). Since agents only share information with their neighbors, globally, there is latency in
receiving this data at the non-directly connected agents. Additionally, with the existence of multiple
agents, ensuring local consistency as lines 6 and 13 will incur extra delay impacts when |Ai | > 1.
The delayed impact affects the immediate decisions taken by other agents and further affects the
gossiping process in the near future. From the bandit learning’s perspective, this delay might lead to
inaccurate computation of the index policies. A poorly made decision will further have cascading
effects to other receiving agents, which is especially challenging in heterogeneous settings. The key
step to tackle this challenge is to firstly characterize the delayed impact and then find an upper bound
of the optimal variance proxy of ϑi,k (t). We have the following main result:4
Theorem 1. (Main Resultq
for Gossip_UCB) For the Gossip_UCB algorithm with bounded reward
2N
over [0, 1], and Ci,k (t) = ni,k
(t) log t + α1 , the regret of each agent i until time T satisfies
Ri (t)<

X



∆k max

∆k >0

where α1 =

64
N 17 , α2

= (3M − 1)N +



2N
log
T,
L,
(3M
+
1)N
+α
.
2
( 12 ∆k − α1 )2
2π 2
3

+

1/12
2λ2
1/3
1/12
(1−λ2 )(1−λ2
)

We have Remark 1 for the order of regret Ri (T ).
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Full version: https://arxiv.org/pdf/2010.12763.pdf.
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.

Remark 1. There are two important terms affecting the order of regret: ( 1 ∆2N
2 log T and L. The
k −α1 )
2
order of the former term is O(N log T ), and the order of the latter term does not depend on T since
t/6
1/3
L is determined by λ2 and N . Recall that L is the value which makes λ2 /(1 − λ2 ) < (N t)−1
t/6
1/3
hold for all t ≥ L. Let t = 6γ logλ−1 N . The inequality λ2 /(1 − λ2 ) < (N t)−1 becomes:
1
6N
γ
1/3
1−λ2 N

<

1
logλ−1 N γ .

2

There always exists a positive γ such that the above inequality holds. Thus

2

the order of Ri (T ) is O(max{N M log T, M logλ−1 N }).
2

As for the lower bound of the regret, consider a trivial case where the graph G is fully connected.
Then easily we can show the regret of our algorithm will be lower bounded by an ideal setting where
all agents will receive the reward information from everyone else simultaneously with no delay. This
setting reduces to a centralized bandit setting and by calling the classical results we know the regret
is lower bounded by Ω(log T ). It remains a challenging and interesting question to understand the
tightness of our bound in terms of the number of agents N and the graph G.

4

Fed_UCB: Privacy Preserving Gossip_UCB

Noting directly leaking some information that might appear to be “anonymized” can be used to
cross-reference with other datasets to breach privacy [41], we seek for a solution with worst-case
privacy guarantees (even with arbitrarily power adversary). When guaranteeing an -differential
privacy in one-shot, adding Laplacian noise γ ∼ Lap( 1 ) to the observation often suffices, where
a larger  indicate a lower privacy level. However, preserving privacy in a sequential setting is in
general hard due to the continual and sequential revelation of observations. That is, in addition to
preserving the privacy of Xi,k (t), we also need to protect it in each τ = t, t + 1, ..., T steps.
To preserve at least -DP in T time slots, a naive extension of the Laplace mechanism [5] is adding
Laplacian noise Lap( T ) to each observation Xi,k (t). The noise introduced in each time step grows
linearly w.r.t. T , i.e. O( T ). To add a mild noise and maintain the same privacy level at the same time,
we apply the partial sums idea [42] to X̃i,k (t). Since both the gossiping information θi,k (t) and the
selection information ni,k (t) are functions of Xi,k (t), this approach also preserves the privacy for
Gossip_UCB by data processing inequality. Independent Laplacian noise γ ∼ Lap(1/0 ) is added to
each partial sum if there exists observations in that partial sum. Thus the total privacy guarantee is
given by dlog te. Set 0 :=  dlog1 T e , where  is a pre-set privacy level we want to achieve. Then we
will achieve at least a total  dlog1 T e dlog te ≤  differential privacy. We leave the detailed algorithms in
the full version. With additional Laplacian noise, Theorem 1 can be extended for Fed_UCB as:
Theorem 2. (Main Result for Fed_UCB) For the r
-differentially private Fed_UCB algorithm with


128N log2 T ·log t·log ni,k (t)
bounded reward over [0, 1], and C̃i,k (t) = α1 + 2N
+ ni,k1 (t) log t,
n2 (t)2
i,k

the regret of each agent i until time T satisfies the bound

Ri (T ) <




 N log T ·





∆k 
max 


∆k >0



X

where α3 := (3M − 1)N +

r
1+


2
1 + 16( ∆2k − α1 )/ log3 T
( ∆2k − α1 )2

2π 2
3

+

1/12
2λ2
1/3
1/12
(1−λ2 )(1−λ2
)

!
, L, (3M + 1)N










+ 4N log T + α3 
,







+ 4N.

Remark 2. The order of Ri (T ) is O(max{ NM log2.5 T, M (N log T + logλ−1 N )}).
2

5

Conclusion

We have proposed Gossip_UCB for solving a gossiping bandit learning problem, where a network of
agents aim to learn to converge to selecting the best arm both locally and globally through gossiping,
and its differentially private variant, Fed_UCB, for preserving -differential privacy of the agents’ local
data. We have shown both Gossip_UCB and Fed_UCB achieve weak regret at an order depending
on the size of agents, the number of arms, time horizon, and connectivity of the graph. Proofs,
algorithms, and numerical results are available in the full version.
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